
Mystical Moon Earrings 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
03 Bead Gallery® faceted natural mystic moonstone with luster nugget  
 16-29mm beads (19280A) 
08 Bead Gallery® white faceted natural mystic moonstone with luster 
 flat oval 11-12-13mm beads (10886A) 
06 Bead Gallery® faceted natural mystic moonstone briolette 11.5mm 
 beads (10891A) 
52” Beadalon® German style wire, round, gold color 24g (180A-024) 
05 gold tone 4mm jump rings 
13 ½” gold tone small round chain 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
 
Time: Less than ½ hour 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Advanced 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Necklace Chain - Cut 2 ½” of wire. 
2. Form a wrapped loop. 
3. String medium moonstone nugget and form a 

wrapped loop. 
4. Repeat steps 1-3 – 4 times chaining the nuggets 

together as you go. 
5. Cut 3” of wire. 
6. Form a wrapped loop. 
7. String large moonstone nugget, form a partial loop, 

connect to chain, and complete wrapped loop. 
8. Repeat steps 1-7 – 1 time. Set aside. 
9. Centerpiece – Cut 3” of wire. 
10. Form a partial wrapped loop; connect to each chain 

on the big moonstone end and complete wrapped 
loop. 

11. String large moonstone nugget and complete 
wrapped loop. 

12. Dangles – Cut 3” of wire. 
13. String teardrop to center of wire; bend wires to form 

a “V” at the top of teardrop. 
14. Using round nose pliers, make a bend on each wire 

at the top of teardrop. 



15. Wrap 1 wire around other wire 3 times. Trim end. 
16. Form a partial wrapped loop; connect to bottom of 

necklace, and complete wrapped loop. 
17. Cut 3” of wire. 
18. String teardrop to center of wire; bend wires to form 

a “V” at the top of teardrop. 
19. Using round nose pliers, make a bend on each wire 

at the top of teardrop. 
20. Wrap 1 wire around other wire 3 times. Trim end. 
21. Form a wrapped loop on top wire. 
22. Repeat steps 1-5 a total of 5 times.  
23. Using 4mm jump ring, connect dangle to bottom 

loop of necklace. 
24. Using 4mm jump ring, connect dangle to previous 

jump ring. Repeat 4 times. 
25. Cut 13 ½” of chain. 
26. Open ends of chain and attach to each side of 

necklace. 


